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• Why you should care
• What other libraries are doing
• What I am doing
• Demonstration

So what is 
The wilds of messy data can be…
Transformed
Clustered
Explored via Facets
Extended
Conquered!
Big Data Friendly
Data Entry Friendly
Totally Coding Free
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My Own OpenRefine Journey
Openrefine.org
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Live Demo
• OpenRefine Main Documentation:
– Main Refine Page: http://openrefine.com
– Official OpenRefine FAQ: 
https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/FAQ
– Screencasts introducing OpenRefine: 
https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/Screencasts
– OpenRefine Wiki: https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/
• General Tutorials:
– Free Your Metadata: http://freeyourmetadata.com
– Getting Started with OpenRefine: 
https://wikis.utexas.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=46631837)
– A Librarian’s Guide to OpenRefine: 
http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/?p=4253
– Using OpenRefine to Clean Multiple Documents in the Same Way: 
http://schoolofdata.org/2013/07/26/using-openrefine-to-clean-multiple-
documents-in-the-same-way/
– Chitchat with New Datasets: Facets in OpenRefine:
– https://blog.ouseful.info/2012/11/06/chit-chat-with-new-datasets-facets-
in-open-was-google-refine
Get out there and explore!
